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Med-TSO main principle and expectations

Integrated development of Regional energy systems

- A free and independent space of coordinated cooperation between Mediterranean TSOs
- Complementarities between regulatory and electricity system operation functions
- Activation of infrastructural investments at a Regional level
Key steps: sharing of a path between the TSOs

2011

10 JUNE

Launch of the Med-TSO Project

SEPTEMBER - OCTOBER

Convening of the first organisational Meeting

Sending of the Articles of Association and discussion between the future Members

16 NOVEMBER

First organisational meeting for the finalization of the Articles of Association

2012

19 APRIL

Setting up of Med-TSO

6-7 SEPTEMBER

First General Assembly

OCTOBER – DECEMBER

Start up of the Activities
Members of Med-TSO

Albania - OST
Algeria – SONELGAZ, GRTE, OS
Egypt - EETC
France - RTE
Greece - ADMIE
Italy - TERNA
Jordan – NEPCO
Libya – GECOL
Morocco - ONE
Montenegro - CGES
Portugal - REN
Spain - REE
Slovenia - ELEKTRO-SLOVENIJA
Tunisia - STEG
Turkey - TEIAS
First Activity of Med-TSO
Master Plan of the Mediterranean interconnections

1. Activity proposed by the European Commission. Findings will be presented on the occasion of the High Level Meeting of the Euro-Mediterranean Ministries of Energy (opportunity of visibility for Med-TSO) in the second semester of 2013

2. The Assembly has unanimously committed herselfs to support this activity as the main one for the first year of Med-TSO

3. Un important challenge: first engagement of Med-TSO, timing constraints very stricted (June 2013)

4. Valorize all the possible synergies (Paving the Way for the MSP data and sources)
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